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CLS equipment for treatment using 
the imILT® method consists of a 
mobile laser unit and sterile,
disposable patient kits.

imILT® pancreatic cancer study 
shows positive survival trend 
“We have reached a point where we have a number of patients who have been

treated in the clinical studies for the same indication, pancreatic cancer, and for whom 

an extended period has elapsed since their treatment was carried out. This has given 

us grounds to provide a relevant current status report with regard to survival, and

there we are seeing a positive trend,” says Lars-Erik Eriksson, CLS CEO. “Several of CLS’ 

studies have taken longer than

expected, and we therefore 

believe that providing a current 

picture of the developments that 

have occurred in the ongoing 

work with the studies is merited,”  

Lars-Erik Eriksson adds.

 

CLS is currently carrying out two 

studies examining the effects of 

imILT treatment for stage III 

pancreatic cancer. Stage III in this case means a tumor that cannot be surgically

removed, located in the pancreas, with no detectable metastases. Currently eight

patients have been treated in the two ongoing studies, but the last patient was

treated only a few weeks ago and therefore is not yet included in the analysis.

Analysis of the first seven patients in the study shows an average survival of just over 

twelve months for the patients receiving the treatment. This data compares well to 

the published results for locally advanced inoperable pancreatic cancer, which shows 

a median survival time of significantly less than one year  – in some reports nine 

months.  There have been no serious adverse effects.

“We are seeing a positive trend in survival times. The studies are ongoing and

therefore survival is the parameter that is able to be analyzed. It will be very

interesting to follow this continued development,” states Mats Ekelund,

CLS Chief Medical Officer.

Pancreatic cancer is a prioritized area when it comes to finding new treatment 

methods. In the USA around 50,000 people are affected annually and in Europe the 

figures are twice as many. CLS is currently carrying out studies of imILT treatment 

for pancreatic cancer at three hospitals in Europe, two of which are included in the 

Horizon2020 framework funding that CLS has received. In many contexts, the EU has 

highlighted the problem that there is no effective alternative treatment for pancreatic 

cancer and that this situation has not improved over the past 10-15 years.
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10th International Symposium on ”Focal Therapy & 
Imaging in Prostate & Kidney Cancer” Noordwijk
From 11-13 February CLS participated in the 10th International Symposium on “Focal Therapy & Imaging in Pro-

state & Kidney Cancer” in Noordwijk in the Netherlands. The meeting was entirely focused, as the title states, on 

focal therapy and prostate and kidney cancer imaging diagnostics. 

“This was a very good and effective meeting for us. One hundred

urologists from Europe, the USA and Asia participated,” says Dan Mogren, 

CCO. “We presented a poster showing ex-vivo results from tests of the

non-cooled diffusing fiber laser applicator developed by CLS, and this in 

turn led to many good meetings with interested physicians at our trade 

stand. The FLA method is not so widespread in Europe, so it is a lot about 

presenting the experience that does exist, primarily from the USA.”

explains Dan Mogren.  

It is however very clear that there is interest in, and discussion about, focal 

therapy. There were several posters and presentations of results from 

focused laser treatments at the meeting, including one from Dr. Eric Walser 

from UTMB, an assiduous user of CLS disposables.

“Dr. Eric Walser has vast experience of using laser treatment on prostate tumors, and the fact that he was present at our 

trade stand for large parts of the meeting naturally helped us a lot. He is currently the doctor who has the most user

experience of our products,” adds Dan Mogren. The poster that he presented was however based on results from a

treatment that did not use CLS equipment, which he has used for treatment of some twenty patients and currently uses 

as standard,” says Dan Mogren. 

During the spring CLS will participate in a number of conferences in Europe and the USA. If you would like to know which 

ones, please visit https://clinicallaser.se/svenska-nyheter-media/events/ 

Good meetings and interested visitors in CLS’ booth 
during the 10th International Symposium on “Focal 
Therapy & Imaging in Prostate & Kidney Cancer”
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CLS production moved to the AFT facility – 
first batch ready for shipping

“All of the equipment is now set up, and we have carried out the 

training needed to ensure that there is competence in all areas,” 

says Stephan Dymling, CTO at CLS. “Moving this type of

equipment is an exacting process when it comes to set up and 

fine adjustments, but now we believe that everything is as it 

should be and the first production batch from the new processes 

is being shipped. As I have said previously, in terms of capacity we 

can produce around 5000 fibers per year with the resources we 

currently have,” states Stephan Dymling. 

New USA patent…
CLS has a new patent registered in the USA. Exactly as in Europe, we have a basic patent approved in the 

USA for immunological treatments. The basic patent consists of “Apparatus and method for determining 

tissue characteristics.” To strengthen this protection CLS has applied for, and has now been granted, a 

patent in the USA that means more extensive protection for the implementation of imILT, which is used 

in the current TRANBERG system. A patent conferring the same protection already exists in Europe and 

China. Protection expires in 2027.

... and extended EC certificate, inculuding FLA
CLS has obtained an extended EC certificate for the TRANBERG®|Thermal Therapy System, 

expanded to also include treatment with focal laser ablation (FLA). This means that we can 

now fully market the system for FLA in Europe, in the same way that we already do in the U.S. 

The FLA approval is wide and allows treatment of most organ. It has no limitations as to type 

and stadium when it comes to treated cancer tumors. The extension means that the system 

continues to be approved for sale and use on the European market in the area of ”Medical 

laser system for immunostimulating treatment of solid cancer

tumors and for other surgical applications”.

The production equipment installed at AFT’s premises


